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Green Energy Coalition

Interrogatories on Avoided Costs for Union Gas

61, Exh. A/T2, Appendix A, p. 25-26
a. Please provide the "revised avoided gas cost methodology" that incorporates

ICF's four refinements.
b. Please explain how each of the four refinements is incorporated.

62. Exh. A/Tz,Appendix B

a' Please provide a breakdown of the annual unit avoided gas costs by type
(e.g., commodity, base capacity, storage, peaking capacity, T&D, COz costs).

b. Please provide all reports, analyses and workpapers supporting the avoided
costs.

c. Please provide all source documents supporting the avoided costs.
d. II Union assumes that any avoided gas or other avoided costs originate in the

US, priced in US dollars, please provide the Company's forecast of the foreign
exchange rate from US to Canadian dollars.

e. Please explain how Union differentiates avoided gas costs between heating
measures, baseload measures, and industrial measures, and explain how
industrial load differs from base load.

63. Exh. A/T2,Appendix B
a, Please provide all forecasts of gas commodity prices at hubs relevant to the

pricing of Union's marginal gas sources produced since f anua ry 201,4 and in
the possession of Union.

b' For each pricing point for which Union has access to futures or forward
prices, please provide the most recent futures or forward prices for natural
gas available to Union for each exchange or broker for which EGDI has such
data.

c. Please provide the most recent futures or forward prices for natural gas
basis from major trading points to trading hubs relevant to Union, for each
exchange or broker for which Union has such futures or forward prices.

64. Exh. A/Tz,Appendix B
a' Please provide all reports, analyses and workpapers supporting the avoided

electric costs.

b. Please explain how the estimate of avoided electric costs reflect generation
capacity costs, required reserves, line losses, the costs ofrenewable energy,
COz costs, and avoided T&D.

65. Exh. A/TZ,Appendix C

a. Please provide all data and instructions provided to ICF by Union with
regard to the development of this document.

b. Please provide all memoranda, draft reports, presentations, and other
materials provided to Union by ICF regarding the development of this
document and its results.

66. Exh. A/Tz,Appendix C,p.2L
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Please provide the SENDOUT model analyses supporting union,s current
avoided costs.

67. Exh. A/TZ,Appendix C,p.23
a' Please provide all forecasts of gas commodity prices at hubs relevant to the

pricing of EGDI's marginal gas sources produced since January 2014 and in
Union's possession.

b' For each pricing point for which Union has access to futures or forward
prices, please provide the most recent futures or forward prices for natural
gas available to Union for each exchange or broker for which EGDI has such
data,

c' Please provide the most recent futures or forward prices for natural gas
basis from major trading points to trading hubs relevant to EGDI, for each
exchange or broker for which Union has such futures or forward prices.

6B' is the company in possession of any studies or information concerning the scale of
Demand Reduction Induced Price Effects [DRIPE) in ontario? If so please provide.

a.


